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ABSTRACT
In measurements of the clustering dipole from all-sky surveys, an important problem is the lack of
information about galaxy distribution in the so-called Zone of Avoidance (ZoA). The existence of
the Local Void (LV) has a systematic effect on these measurements. If the ZoA is randomly filled
with mock galaxies, then the calculated acceleration of the Local Group of galaxies (LG) has a
spurious component, resulting from the lack of real galaxies in the intersection of the LV with the
ZoA. This component affects both the misalignment angle between the clustering dipole and the
CMB dipole, and the inferred value of mean matter density Ωm. We calculate the amplitude of
the spurious acceleration acting on the LG due to the LV. Its value depends on the geometry and
size of the LV, as well as on its density contrast. However, under the simplest assumption of the
LV being spherical and completely empty, within the linear theory this amplitude amounts only
to about 45 kms−1 in units of velocity. The resulting change in the misalignment angle is smaller
than 1◦, and the fractional change in the deduced value of Ωm is about 5 per cent. Accounting
for observationally indicated elongation of the LV and maintaining the maximising assumption
of a complete lack of galaxies inside increases these numbers only moderately. Specifically, the
amplitude of the spurious acceleration rises to about 60 kms−1, the misalignment angle remains
still smaller than 1◦, and the fractional change in the deduced value of Ωm is enhanced to about
7 per cent. Thus, despite the overall importance of the Local Void for the motion of the Local
Group, the influence of the intersection of the LV with the ZoA on measurements of the clustering
dipole is found to be only a minor systematic effect.
Key words: (cosmology:) large-scale structure of Universe – (cosmology:) cosmological param-
eters – cosmology: observations – (galaxies:) Local Group – methods: analytical
1 INTRODUCTION
One of the currently applied methods to constrain the cosmological
parameter of the non-relativistic matter density, Ωm, is the compari-
son of the velocity of the Local Group (LG) with its gravitational ac-
celeration, with the use of the linear-theory equation (Peebles 1980):
vLG =
H0 f(Ωm)
4pi
∫
δ(r′)(r′ − r)
|r′ − r|3 d
3
r
′ , (1)
where f(Ωm) ≃ Ω0.55m (Linder 2005), δ ≡ ρ/ρb − 1 is the matter
density contrast and the integral is performed in principle over the
whole Universe.
The left-hand side of Eq. (1) is known from the dipole anisotropy
of the cosmic microwave background temperature distribution, re-
duced to the centre of mass of the LG: vCMB = 622± 35 kms−1
in the direction (l, b) = (272◦ ± 3◦, 28◦ ± 5◦) (Hinshaw et al. 2009;
Courteau & van der Bergh 1999). The right-hand side, sometimes
called the clustering dipole, is calculated from galaxy distribution in
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all-sky surveys (for details see e.g. Strauss & Willick 1995). How-
ever, any ‘all-sky’ survey, regardless of the wavelength of obser-
vation, will always miss some information in the Zone of Avoid-
ance (i.e. in the Galactic plane and its vicinity) due to obscuration
of extragalactic objects by dust, gas and stars of the Milky Way.
In order to compute the integral in Eq. (1), this fact is overcome
by artificially filling the ZoA, in a more or less sophisticated way
(see e.g. Lahav 1987; Plionis 1989; Lynden-Bell, Lahav & Burstein
1989; Maller et al. 2003; Pike & Hudson 2005; Erdog˘du et al. 2006;
Basilakos & Plionis 2006). Still, irrespective of the method one
chooses, such masking of the Galactic Plane will never completely ac-
count for any possibly existing, although unknown, large-scale struc-
tures behind the Milky Way. On the other hand, it is often claimed
that the direction and amplitude of the calculated clustering dipole do
not change significantly for different methods of filling the ZoA (e.g.
Lahav 1987; Erdog˘du et al. 2006). However, this does not necessarily
mean that possible structures obscured by the Galaxy would have no
influence on the calculation of the acceleration of the Local Group.
Recently, Loeb & Narayan (2008) have studied this issue, us-
ing the 2MASS Redshift Survey (2MRS, Huchra et al. 2005). They
obtained an excess peculiar velocity of the LG towards the ZoA
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and proposed a hidden galaxy or a galaxy cluster as an explana-
tion of the gravitational pull. This suggestion is however in conflict
with the current observational knowledge, as already in 2004 there
was confidence that all significant nearby large-scale structures be-
hind the ZoA were known and obscuration of a big galaxy was ex-
cluded (Fairall & Lahav 2005). Moreover, Loeb & Narayan (2008)
claim that a perfect method of filling the ZoA would give ‘no discrep-
ancy between the 2MRS and the direction of the CMB dipole’ (i.e.
between the direction of the acceleration and of the velocity of the
LG). This statement is clearly incorrect, since there are other sources
of the misalignment angle between these vectors, such as the scat-
ter in the mass-to-light ratio (cf. Crook et al. 2007) and stochasticity
in the non-linear relation between the velocity and acceleration of
the LG (Bernardeau et al. 1999; Cieciela˛g, Chodorowski & Kudlicki
2001; Chodorowski et al. 2008). As for the excess peculiar velocity of
the LG, Tully et al. (2008) propose a different explanation, basing on
observational data of galactic distances and velocities: motion away
from the Local Void (LV).1
In the present paper we analyse the possible influence of the LV
on measurements of the clustering dipole. We would like to empha-
size that we do not examine the importance of the Local Void for the
motion of the Local Group. As was shown e.g. by Tully et al. (2008),
the push from the LV is a substantial component of the peculiar ve-
locity of the LG. In our study we are only interested in the effect of
masking the intersection of the LV and the ZoA for the purpose of
calculation of the clustering dipole within linear theory. Our aim is to
investigate possible systematics related to the fact that a part of the
LV is hidden behind the ZoA.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we shortly de-
scribe the Local Void. Section 3 presents our calculations of the ‘spu-
rious’ acceleration induced by random filling of the LV behind the
ZoA. Next, Section 4 covers the issue of the directional shift of the
clustering dipole due to the discussed effect. Possible corrections of
the density parameter measured from density–velocity comparisons
are addressed in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 we summarize and
conclude.
2 LOCAL VOID
The Local Void is a structure first identified in the Nearby Galaxies
Atlas (Tully & Fisher 1987). It is poorly defined because much of it
lies behind the plane of the Milky Way: its centre is located at Galac-
tic coordinates l = 30◦, b = 0◦ (Tully 2007, private communication).
It is nevertheless confirmed (by surveys in different wavelengths) that
there is an underabundance, though not a total lack, of galaxies in a
very large part of the sky at low redshifts. This empty region begins
at the edge of the Local Group, with the so-called Local Sheet as a
bounding surface (Tully 2008a; Tully 2008b; Tully et al. 2008). Both
the shape of the LV and its dimensions are not exactly known; how-
ever, it seems to have two components: a smaller void with a long
dimension of ∼ 35 Mpc enclosed within a larger void with a long
dimension of the order 60÷ 70 Mpc (Tully 2007; Tully et al. 2008).
In the framework of cosmological gravitational instability, voids
are expected to form out of initial underdensities, i.e. regions less
dense than average. Their expansion is faster than the Hubble flow,
which results in voids ‘swelling’. Tully et al. (2008) calculated an ‘ef-
fective Hubble rate’ of the Local Void, under the simplest assumption
1 Note that neither the paper by Tully et al. (2008), nor any other papers cov-
ering the issue of the Local Void, were mentioned by Loeb & Narayan (2008).
of it being empty and spherical, and used this calculation, together
with the peculiar velocity of the LG away from the LV, to estimate
the radius of the latter as at least 16 Mpc. However, these dynamical
estimates cannot exclude an effective diameter of the LV even greater
than 45 Mpc (Tully 2008a; Tully 2008b; Tully et al. 2008).
Such a prominent structure, partly hidden behind the Zone of
Avoidance, should have an influence on the calculation of the inte-
gral in Eq. (1). In the following Section, using a simple model, we
will analyse the amount of the systematic error it may cause for the
estimation of the acceleration of the Local Group.
3 ACCELERATION DUE TO (THE LACK OF) THE LOCAL
VOID
Let us define the acceleration vector g˜LG in some convenient units as
g˜LG =
∫
δ(r′)(r′ − r)
|r′ − r|3 d
3
r
′ (2)
[cf. Eq. (1)]. We can split the integral in two parts: one over the Local
Void and the other covering ‘the rest of the Universe’:
g˜LG =
∫
LV
(. . .) +
∫
R3−LV
(. . .) . (3)
For simplicity, we write only ‘LV’ in this and the following formulae,
although we mean in fact ‘LV∩ZoA’, as will be explained later in
detail. Now, if we make a simplifying assumption that the Local Void
is completely empty (ρLV = 0), we have δLV = −1. On the other
hand, if we filled the part of the Local Void hidden behind the ZoA by
randomly chosen ‘galaxies’, i.e. if we assumed average background
density in this part (ρLV = ρb), we would get δLV = 0. We would
thus measure some ‘spurious’ acceleration, which is the difference
between the calculation made with the ZoA filled randomly and the
true peculiar acceleration of the Local Group:
g˜spur = g˜cal − g˜T =
∫
LV
0 +
∫
R3−LV
(. . .)+
−
∫
LV
(−1)× (r′ − r)
|r′ − r|3 d
3
r
′ −
∫
R3−LV
(. . .) =
=
∫
LV
r′ − r
|r′ − r|3 d
3
r
′ . (4)
Let us now calculate explicitly the above integral, returning to physi-
cal units.
For that purpose, in addition to the assumption of the Local Void
being completely empty, we also model it as spherical, with some ra-
diusR, and assume that the Local Group lies exactly at the edge of the
LV (see Figs. 1 and 2)2. We place the centre of the Local Void in the
plane of the Galactic equator, in accordance with observations, which
additionally maximizes the studied effect. The x and y axes of the co-
ordinate system lie in the Galactic plane, with the origin in the centre
of the LV (Fig. 1). As the latter is situated at lLV = 30◦, bLV = 0◦,
this means that our coordinate system is shifted with respect to the
Galactic one and rotated by 210◦ in the Milky Way plane (our z axis is
parallel to zGal). The part missed in all-sky surveys due to the Zone of
Avoidance is a spherical section bounded by two planes (Fig. 2); the
2 We neglect the size of the Local Group, estimated usually to about
2h−1 Mpc.
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Figure 1. A schematic view of the Local Void along the z axis, with the Galac-
tic plane face-on. The relative sizes of the Local Group and the Local Void are
not to scale.
angle between them, α, depends on the survey, but for our purposes
α ≃ 20◦ (we consider near-infrared wavelengths, as is explained
hereafter). Owing to the smallness of this angle (α ≃ 0.35 rad), we
treat the masked region as a thin wedge.
We additionally include a shell of compensation at the edge
of the LV, of width ∆R. According to the standard picture of void
formation, where such structures are grown from initial underden-
sities and gradually expand, the matter expelled from inside of the
void creates a layer at the edge, of density higher than the aver-
age background one. This is supported by both simulations (see e.g.
van de Weygaert & Schaap 2009) and observations (cf. Fairall 1998
and references therein): voids are usually bounded by ‘filaments’ and
‘walls’ of high density contrast. In our cosmic neighbourhood, a part
of such a shell is probably the Local Sheet and the Local Group is
located at its inner edge (Tully 2010, private communication).
A mass element dM contributing to the spurious acceleration is
dM = ρb dV = ρb hdS = ρb α r dS , (5)
where h ≃ α r is the height of the wedge at a distance r from the LG
and dS is a surface element. The differential acceleration ‘measured’
due to random filling of the ZoA will be
dg = −G dM(r)r
r3
= −G ρb α r dS r
r3
=
= −αGρb q dq dϕ (R− q)|R − q|2 , (6)
with dS = q dq dϕ, q = (q cosϕ, q sinϕ), R = (R, 0) and
0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2pi is the azimuthal angle. It is easy to check that from sym-
metry gy = 0. The x-component of the spurious acceleration is given
by
gx = −αGρbR I , (7)
where
I =
2π∫
0
dϕ
1∫
0
dξ
ξ − ξ2 cosϕ
ξ2 + 1− 2ξ cosϕ = pi . (8)
Figure 2. A schematic view of the Local Void along the y axis, with the Galac-
tic plane edge-on. The relative sizes of the Local Group and the Local Void
are not to scale.
Thus the value of the peculiar velocity caused by the spurious accel-
eration is (in linear theory)
vspur =
H0 f(Ωm)
4piGρb
g =
1
4
αH0 f(Ωm)R . (9)
It is interesting to compare this value with the one induced by a sphere
of radius R and density ρb. The peculiar acceleration at the surface
of the sphere is then g• = 43piGρbR, which gives the linear peculiar
velocity of
v• =
1
3
H0 f(Ωm)R . (10)
We thus have
vspur
v•
=
3
4
α . (11)
The above calculation applied to an isolated void without any
shell of compensation. In order to verify the effect of such a shell,
let us first assume that the average matter density inside the layer is
constant, ρsh, and its thickness is ∆R. The Local Group, of negligi-
ble size, is still located at the edge of the Local Void, as in Figures.
Putting now the mass element inside the intersection of the shell with
the ZoA, we can see that the differential spurious acceleration will
read
dgsh = αG (ρsh − ρb)
q dq dϕ (R− q)
|R − q|2 , (12)
with q and R = (R, 0) defined as before, but now
R ≤ q ≤ R+∆R. The y-component of the acceleration vanishes
from symmetry, and along the x direction we have
g(sh)x = αG (ρsh − ρb)R Ish , (13)
with Ish different from I only by the limits of integration in ξ and
equal to
Ish =
2π∫
0
dϕ
1+∆R
R∫
1
dξ
ξ − ξ2 cosϕ
ξ2 + 1− 2ξ cosϕ = 0 . (14)
This result means that the spurious acceleration of the LG due to the
part of the shell of compensation hidden behind the ZoA will also
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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vanish if the density distribution ρsh is not constant, but depends on
the distance from the centre of the LV (as we can divide the shell
into infinitesimally thin layers of constant density each). The bottom-
line is that a compensating shell with radial density distribution will
not affect the spurious acceleration of the Local Group provided that
the latter is located at the inner edge of the shell, as observational
constraints suggest.3 On the other hand, if the LG was placed in the
interior of the compensating layer, or at its outer edge, the discussed
spurious acceleration from the LV would be diminished, by up to 2/3
in the limit of an infinitesimally thin shell.
Having calculated the amplitude of the spurious acceleration in
the model, we can apply our results to observational data. As an
example, we take the analysis of Maller et al. (2003) of the cluster-
ing dipole of the 2-Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS, Skrutskie et al.
2006), since this is the densest and the deepest all-sky survey to date.
Maller et al. (2003) used the measurements in the near-infrared Ks
band and defined the Zone of Avoidance as the region with |b| < 7◦
for l > 230◦ or l < 130◦ and |b| < 12◦ for l > 330◦ or l < 30◦.
Let us take a ‘mean value’:
α = 2∆b =
1
2
(2× 7◦ + 2× 12◦) = 19◦ ≃ 0.332 rad. (15)
We now use Eq. (9) an for consistency with Tully et al. (2008), we
apply H0 = 74 kms−1Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.24 and R = 16Mpc, to
obtain an approximate value of the additional, spurious velocity of the
Local Group, measured if the Local Void is not properly accounted
for:
vspur ≃ 45 kms−1 . (16)
When compared to the velocity of the LG relative to the CMB refer-
ence frame, vCMB = 622±35 km s−1, one can see that this effect is
of the same order as the error in the measurement of vCMB. Note also
that due to the proportionality of vspur to the radius of the LV (Eq. 9),
increasing its diameter to 45Mpc, while preserving sphericity, would
cause the spurious velocity to raise significantly to ∼ 60 kms−1.
However, owing to geometry of the problem, this would not largely
affect general conclusions of our analysis (cf. subsequent Sections).
Moreover, observational constraints point rather to some degree of
elongation of the LV than to a larger size of the whole structure. We
will now shortly address this issue.
The calculations so far assumed a simplistic model of a spheri-
cal void. But we can see for example on fig. 10 of Tully et al. (2008)
that the Local Void should be possibly modelled by a more sophisti-
cated structure, like an ellipsoid. Current observational data suggest
that the LV is elongated in the supergalactic SGY = 0 plane, roughly
coincident with the Galactic plane, hence our x axis. One should bear
in mind however that this effect could be a manifestation of the ZoA
itself: lack of observed galaxies in this region of the sky may be sim-
ply due to obscuration. Nevertheless, in case the elongation is real,
for completeness of our analysis let us examine this possibility.
For that purpose we assume that the section of the LV in our
xy plane is an ellipse with semiaxes b ≡ R and a ≡ κR, where
elongation κ > 1. The major axis of the ellipse is placed along the
x axis of the coordinate system. As in the spherical case, owing to
symmetries of the problem, the only non-vanishing component of the
spurious acceleration ‘acting’ on the LG is the x one. It is easy to
check that the relevant formula for gx is now
3 In fact, the spurious acceleration from the hidden part of the shell would
vanish even if the LG was inside the LV, as long as the centre of the latter was
coplanar with the Galactic equator.
gx = −αGρb κR Ie , (17)
with the integral Ie given by
Ie =
2π∫
0
dϕ
Ξ(ϕ)∫
0
dξ
ξ − ξ2 cosϕ
ξ2 + 1− 2ξ cosϕ . (18)
Here, Ξ(ϕ) ≡ 1/
(
κ
√
1− e2 cos2 ϕ
)
is a properly normalised
equation of the ellipse in polar coordinates with eccentricity
e ≡ √1− κ−2.
The spurious velocity of the LG due to such elongation of the
LV will be larger in comparison to the spherical case by a factor
τ ≡ v
(ell)
spur
v
(sph)
spur
= κ
Ie
I = κ
Ie
pi
. (19)
Obviously, for κ = 1, we have τ = 1. What is important here is
that a linear increase in κ results only in a slower than linear raise
of the τ factor: for example κ = 2 gives τ = 4/3 and if κ = 3,
then τ = 3/2. This means that for the observationally allowed elon-
gation of κ ≃ 2 and minor semiaxis b ≃ 15Mpc (Tully et al. 2008),
the spurious velocity of the LV would raise by 1/3 to ∼ 60 kms−1,
which is the same as in the previously discussed case of the enlarge-
ment of a spherical and empty void. Note however that observations
clearly show that the Local Void is not completely empty (cf. fig. 10
of Tully et al. 2008) and this high value of the spurious velocity will
be an upper limit for our considerations.
4 SHIFT OF THE CLUSTERING DIPOLE
Knowing the amplitude of the spurious velocity induced by
randomly-filled intersection of the Local Void and the Zone of Avoid-
ance, we would like to check the shift of the direction of the measured
clustering dipole when the effect of the LV is accounted for. From
Eq. (4), the true velocity of the LG (proportional to its acceleration
in linear theory) is related to the calculated (‘measured’) one and the
spurious component via
vT = vcal − vspur . (20)
The vector vspur is directed to the centre of the Local Void;4
as vT we adopt vCMB = 622 kms−1. For the measured clustering
dipole we choose the dipole of the 2MASS survey. Therefore, as the
direction of the acceleration we use the values given in Maller et al.
(2003) for random filling of the ZoA: lcal = 266◦, bcal = 47◦. Us-
ing these values altogether, after some calculations we find that the
direction of the dipole is shifted down by 5◦ in l and 2◦ in b. Thus,
the ‘true’ direction of the 2MASS dipole would be
lT ≃ 261◦ , bT ≃ 45◦ . (21)
The shift is small, but as a systematic effect, it should be in principle
accounted for in the measurement of the clustering dipole. However,
random filling is not the only possible, nor the most optimal, way to
treat the ZoA. A better method is to clone the sky below and above
the ZoA, which has the advantage of tracing approximately structures
through the ZoA. For the latter method, Maller et al. (2003) obtained
lcal = 263
◦
, bcal = 40
◦
, so differences between the two methods
4 Note that although in our coordinate system the only non-vanishing com-
ponent of the spurious velocity is the x one, when projected on Galactic coor-
dinates it has xGal and yGal components of comparable value, equal respec-
tively to 0.87 vspur and 0.5 vspur.
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give ∆lcal = 3◦, ∆bcal = 7◦. Therefore, the difference in the direc-
tion of the 2MASS dipole resulting from distinct methods of treating
the ZoA is comparable to, or even greater than, the effect of the LV.
These conclusions do not change significantly even if we include the
elongation of the LV: for vspur = 60 km s−1, we have a shift by
∆l = 6◦ and ∆b = 2◦ towards lT = 260◦, bT = 45◦.
The shift of the direction of the 2MASS clustering dipole
changes the misalignment angle with respect to the CMB dipole.
However, the amplitude of the shift is comparable to the uncertainty
of the CMB dipole direction (3◦ and 5◦ respectively for l and b).
Moreover, the calculated change of the misalignment angle turns out
to be smaller than 1◦ even for high (but reasonable) values of vspur.
We thus conclude that masking the LV has negligible effect on the
misalignment angle between the 2MASS and CMB dipoles.
5 CORRECTING THE MEASURED VALUE OF Ωm
Application of Equation (1) serves as a method to measure the cos-
mological parameter Ωm by comparing the velocity of the LG (equal
to vCMB) to its gravitational acceleration inferred from a galaxy sur-
vey. From Eq. (1) it follows that vCMB = Ω0.55m gLG, where gLG is
the scaled gravitational acceleration of the LG (i.e. in units of ve-
locity). The acceleration measured without the LV accounted for re-
sults in the ‘calculated’ value of Ωm, such that Ω0.55cal = vCMB/gcal.
If the LV is taken into account, we find the ‘true’ value of Ωm, i.e.
Ω0.55T = vCMB/gT. When we divide Ω0.55cal by Ω0.55T , all the scaling
factors relating the velocity to acceleration in linear theory cancel out.
Therefore,
Ω0.55cal
Ω0.55T
=
vT
vcal
. (22)
The velocity vT is related to vcal by Equation (20), where vspur is a
small correction. Therefore, we can expect that the relative change in
the value of Ωm will be small. We thus write Ωcal = ΩT +∆Ω and
expand the expression Ω0.55cal /Ω0.55T to first order in ∆Ω/Ω. The result
is Ω0.55cal /Ω0.55T = 1 + 0.55∆Ω/Ω. The right-hand-side of Eq. (22),
calculated using Formula (20) with vspur = 45 kms−1, is 1.029.
Hence finally
∆Ωm
Ωm
= 0.053 . (23)
In other words, not accounting for the existence of the LV in mea-
surements of the clustering dipole biases the estimated value of Ωm
by about 5 per cent for the radius of the spherical LV equal to 16Mpc.
If we allow for non-sphericity, this bias rises to some 7 per cent. This
means that the influence of the LV on the determination of the cos-
mic density parameter from the comparison of the velocity and accel-
eration is small. Indeed, typically the uncertainty of the degenerate
combination β ≡ f(Ωm)/b, where b is the linear biasing parameter,
amounts to at least 10 ÷ 20 per cent (for recent determinations see
e.g. Pike & Hudson 2005 or Erdog˘du et al. 2006). Owing to our ig-
norance of the exact value of b, we can conclude that the total relative
error in Ωm is likely to be higher than in β and the inclusion of the
effect of the Local Void would not contribute largely to the total error
budget, although it possibly should be included as a systematic effect.
The above analysis was performed within the linear theory, in
which the estimated peculiar velocity, compared to the observed one,
is inferred directly from the scaled peculiar acceleration (the clus-
tering dipole). However, a completely empty void is a non-linear
structure (Bilicki & Chodorowski 2008) and the actual spurious ve-
locity of the LG, generated by the LV, will be greater than the cor-
responding scaled spurious acceleration. It is known that for a void
with δ = −1, the relation is vspur ≃ 1.5 gspur (Bernardeau et al.
1999; Bilicki & Chodorowski 2008). Application of this result would
increase the systematic effects considered in this paper by roughly
50 per cent and enhance their significance. Nevertheless, in order
to make this approach self-consistent, one would have to take into
account non-linear effects from all other sources, especially those
nearby, both over- and underdense. This would be a very difficult task,
if not impossible, and is beyond the scope of this work, which deals
with a simple model of the Local Void surrounded only by a shell of
compensation.
6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
An important method to constrain the matter density parameter Ωm
is to compare the peculiar velocity of the Local Group (known from
the dipole component of the CMB temperature distribution) with its
gravitational acceleration, inferred from all-sky surveys of galaxies
(the clustering dipole).
A serious problem plaguing such comparisons is that every sur-
vey called ‘all-sky’ misses a significant amount of galaxies due to
obscuration by dust, gas and stars in the disk of the Milky Way (the
Zone of Avoidance, ZoA). To overcome this problem, in order to cal-
culate the clustering dipole of the given survey, the ZoA is filled with
mock galaxies. Their properties are chosen in a way to reflect the true,
although unknown, galaxy distribution in the obscured part of the sky,
basing on the one known from the rest of the celestial sphere.
A part of the ZoA intersects with a nearby void region, the Local
Void (LV). When the existence of such a structure is not accounted for
in the calculation of the acceleration of the LG, a spurious term is gen-
erated. In this paper we have calculated both the amplitude and the di-
rection of this spurious acceleration. For simplicity we have assumed
that the LV is spherical and for its size we have adopted the value es-
timated by Tully et al. (2008). We have also made the assumption that
the LV is completely empty. Even then the amplitude of the spurious
component amounts only to 45 km s−1 in units of velocity. Including
the observed elongation of the LV increases this value by 1/3. On
the other hand, possible presence of massive structures inside the LV,
hidden behind the ZoA, could only lower this value.
This artificial acceleration changes also the direction of the cal-
culated clustering dipole. We have shown that this change is compa-
rable to the uncertainty in the direction of the peculiar velocity of the
LG, determined from the dipole component of the CMB temperature
distribution, reduced to the barycentre of the LG. Moreover, it points
almost perpendicularly to the misalignment vector (i.e. the difference
between the vectors of the velocity and acceleration of the LG). This
results in a negligible shift of the misalignment angle, by less than
one degree.
The final effect that we considered is the error in the inferred
value of the non-relativistic matter density Ωm resulting from the neg-
ligence of the LV. We have estimated the relative error in this parame-
ter as approximately 5 ÷ 7 per cent. Therefore, up to this accuracy
the influence of the Local Void on the determination of Ωm from
velocity–density comparisons can be neglected. On the other hand,
this additional biasing should be taken into account in the total error
budget of the density parameter determined by such a method.
We would like to reiterate that our results do not negate the dy-
namical influence of the Local Void on the Local Group; on the con-
trary, Tully et al. (2008) have shown that this influence is significant.
It is only the effect of masking the intersection of the LV and the ZoA
that seems to be of little importance for the purpose of calculation of
the clustering dipole within the linear theory. This partially supports
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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the claims that the Zone of Avoidance is not a crucial issue in deter-
minations of the peculiar acceleration of the LG from all-sky surveys,
especially such as 2MASS, where Galactic extinction is much weaker
than in optical wavelengths.
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